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Abstract: Character education is an important element in the effort to prepare superior Indonesian human resources, it is of particular concern to be applied especially among students, there is a need for character education because the attitudes and behavior of the people and people of Indonesia now tend to ignore the noble values of Pancasila which are highly respected and should be rooted in everyday attitudes and behaviors, values such as honesty, politeness, togetherness and religious, gradually eroded by foreign cultures that tend to be hedonistic, materialistic, and individualistic, so that the noble character values are ignored in the future if students and young people are not equipped with character education. Law students have their own challenges, especially in the era of globalization. This paper analyzes and illustrates the character strengthening program for law student activists in Semarang State University through several programs, namely public speaking, strengthening student idealism, strengthening advocacy capacitation and human rights assistance and self-motivation. This research is a field research with the object of research as activists of law students who are members of student organizations. This research confirms that the programs for strengthening the character of students experience several obstacles, one of which is the model used and a relatively short time. However, character education for student activists helps students to survive in real life as part of community members.
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A. Introduction

Kompas Newspaper reported that based on the corruption perception index, carried out by the Transparency International survey agency, Indonesia was still among the most corrupt countries ranked 118th out of 174 countries.¹ In the same daily, the DPR Honorary Board reported that there were 28 board members involved in ethical issues. The country is in a multidimensional crisis that never ends, conditions are exacerbated by a moral crisis and the character of the nation's leaders who impact on the younger generation. Student brawls, free sex, drug abuse, shameless culture, values and norms are declining not only in urban areas but have spread to the countryside.² As a preventive alternative, education is expected to develop the quality of the nation's young generation in various aspects that can minimize and reduce the causes of various cultural problems and national character. Efforts to overcome these conditions will require understanding and steps to rebuild the nation's character in accordance with the values of Pancasila.

The curriculum is not a standard and static standard, but it is very dynamic and adapts to the existing situations and conditions.³ In the last few years our education has undergone several curriculum changes. Our curriculum has so far been considered too complex which is a burden on students because it is too focused on intellectual intelligence. This results in many students who are unable to keep up with the burden of learning feeling uneasy at school and diverting their activities with deviant things. To respond to the above phenomenon, education reform is very important, namely by creating an educational curriculum that has cultural values and national character.

According to Sartono, the character referred to in education is the character of the Indonesian people in accordance with the values of Pancasila, among others, Faith and Devotion, Honest and Clean, Courteous and Smart, Responsible and Hard Work, Discipline and Creative, Caring and Helping. Therefore, with character education it is hoped that character education is integrated in every subject so that with the existence of character education it is hoped that Indonesia's future will be better.⁴

³ Marzuki, “Pengintegrasian Pendidikan Karakter dalam Pembelajaran di Sekolah” Jurnal pendidikan Karakter, 2(1), 2012, pp. 33-44. DOI: https://doi.org/10.21831/jpk.v0i1.1450
⁴ HM Sartono, Pengintegrasian Pendidikan Karakter dalam Pengembangan Kurikulum Tingkat Satuan Pendidikan, 2011, (Online), from http://www.slideshare.net/sarhaji/pengintegrasianpendidikan-karakter-dalam-pengembangan-kurikulum10099847
Character education is an important element in the effort to prepare superior Indonesian human resources, it is of particular concern to be applied especially among students, there is a need for character education because the attitudes and behavior of the people and people of Indonesia now tend to ignore the noble values of Pancasila which are highly respected and should be rooted in everyday attitudes and behaviors, values such as honesty, politeness, togetherness and religious, gradually eroded by foreign cultures that tend to be hedonistic, materialistic, and individualistic, so that the noble character values are ignored in the future if students and young people are not equipped with character education.

According to Thomas Lickona⁵, terminologically the character is “A reliable inner disposition to respond to situations in a morally good way.” Lickona also emphasized that, “Character so conceived has three interrelated parts, moral knowing, moral feeling, and moral behavior”. This means that good character must include the knowledge of goodness, then grow commitment (intention) to goodness and ultimately do good itself. In other words, good character education must involve good knowledge (moral knowing), good feeling or loving good (moral feeling) and good behavior (moral action) so that the embodiment of behavior and life attitude of students is formed.

Some previous researches stated that there are 4 basic pillars of the moral values of character education, namely: intellectual development, spiritual and emotional development, physical and kinesthetic development, and if the taste and intention (affective and creativity development).⁶

Character itself recognized as the integrity of all psychological behavior resulting from the influence of endogenous (genetic) and exogenous (environmental) factors, which are imprinted on oneself that distinguish
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⁵ As quoted by Marzuki, Op. Cit.
individuals or groups of individuals from one another. Licona illustrates that character is a form of morally appropriate behavior consisting of good qualities or in other words character is a form of concrete behavior or application of morals. While character education is a system of inculcating religious values, law, etiquette, culture and customs to school members including components of knowledge, awareness or willingness, and actions to carry out these values both to God, self, others, the environment and to the nation to become our human being. Furthermore, in the same context, Megawangi states that character education must be carried out holistically, meaning that it must be done together by teachers, parents and the environment and must touch all aspects of a child’s life that aims to develop throughout human dimension.

Character education, especially in College Student become one of the most important things in education sector. Various problems in the higher education still continue to occur, for instance violent behavior and brawl, the emergence of the seeds of radicalism and the lack of nationalism, political contamination in the world of education, immoral acts and promiscuity, misuse of illegal drugs, and various other cases. In fact, students are considered as part of the Indonesian nation which is a civil society and

9 Ajisuksmo, C. Op.Cit
10 Megawangi, R., “Strategi dan Implementasi Model Pendidikan Holistik Berbasis Karakter”, Makalah Konfrensi Nasional & Workshop Assosiasi Psikologi Pendidikan Indonesia, October, 2010
11 College Students are recognized as agent of change, in fact, students also recognized as "iron stock", we as students are expected to be human beings who have the ability and noble character, here we play a role as a substitute for previous generations. Namely, we as the forerunner or reserve for a period that will advance our nation. Because if we are not young people who will be the nation's successors, then who else will advance our beloved nation in Indonesia, See Aprila Niravita, “The Role of Law Students on Strengthening Village Human Resources in the Era of the Industrial Revolution 4.0”, Indonesian Journal of Advocacy and Legal Services, I(1), 2019, pp. 1-4. https://doi.org/10.15294/ijals.v1i1.33802; Ridwan Arifin, Riska Alkadri, Dewi Puspa Sari, Lilies Resthiningisih, & Amarru Muftie Holish, “Improving Law Student Ability on Legal Writing through Critical and Logical Thinking by IRAC Method”, Indonesian Journal of Advocacy and Legal Services, I(1), 2019, pp. 107-128. https://doi.org/10.15294/ijals.v1i1.33706
concerned with the nation's education, it should be students to instill and make the values of the noble character contained in the Pancasila that we grow and blossom again in accompanying each of our attitudes and behaviors, that is in order to create superior human resources who are able to compete in the midst of other nations. One effort to achieve this is through character building in all aspects of community life, especially through educational institutions. Building the nation's character does take a long time and is carried out continuously. Character education training is one of the efforts to make improvements and build such character so that Indonesian people, especially students achieve the direction and objectives of national education, as mandated by the 1945 Constitution, which aims to increase faith and piety and fostering the noble morals of the students which in this case are all Indonesian citizens who take part in the education process in Indonesia.

B. Method

This research is a field research, where this research directly involves respondents through training programs and character education for students. This study aims to find out the character education training for students in strengthening the attitude of nationalism and patriotism. This research involved students of the Faculty of Law, Semarang State University, Indonesia. The limitation of character on this research based on the translation of character itself. Ryan & Bohlin emphasized the definition of character that the word character comes from the Greek charassein, which means to engrave (painting, drawing), like people who paint paper, sculpt stone or metal. Rooted from such an understanding, the character is then interpreted as a sign or a special feature, and therefore gives birth to the view that the character is a pattern of behavior that is individual, one’s moral state? After passing through the stage of children, someone has a character, a predictable way that a person’s character is related to the behavior that is around him.13

Good character is related to knowing the good, loving the good, and acting the good. These three ideals are closely related to one another. Someone is born in a state of ignorance, primitive impulses that exist in him may be able to command or master his reason. Thus, the effects that accompany a person's pattern of nurturing and education will be able to direct
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the tendencies, feelings, and great passions to be in harmony with the
guidance of reason and teachings religion.\textsuperscript{14}

This research was conducted at the Faculty of Law, Universitas Negeri
Semarang (UNNES). Research uses a qualitative descriptive\textsuperscript{15} approach with
a single embedded case study strategy. Data sources came from informants
namely faculty leaders, lecturers and students within the scope of the Faculty
of Law UNNES; behavior or activities of informants (law student activists);
UNNES Faculty of Law environment; as well as documents and drawings
related to the implementation of character education in achieving the vision
of the Faculty of Law UNNES. Informants were taken with a purposive
sampling technique, which is choosing informants who are considered to
know information and problems that will be studied in-depth and can be
trusted to be a reliable source of data. Data collection techniques carried out
by in-depth interviews, observation, and document analysis. Data validity
uses source triangulation. Data analysis uses interactive data analysis
techniques, namely the stages: data collection, data reduction, data
presentation, drawing conclusions, and verification.

\section*{C. Result and Discussion}

\subsection*{1. How Law Students Prepare Their Life? Understanding the
Character Education for Law Students (Case of Universitas Negeri
Semarang)}

Education is a conscious and planned effort to create a learning
atmosphere and learning process so that students can actively develop their

\textsuperscript{14} Ajat Sudrajat, \textit{Ibid.}

\textsuperscript{15} Qualitative research is research that is descriptive and tends to use analysis. The process
and meaning (subject perspective) is more highlighted in qualitative research. The
theoretical foundation is used as a guide so that the focus of research is in accordance with
the facts in the field. Besides this theoretical foundation is also useful to provide a general
description of the research background and as a material discussion of research results.
There is a fundamental difference between the role of the theoretical foundation in
quantitative research with qualitative research. In quantitative research, research
departs from theory to data, and ends in acceptance or rejection of the theory used;
whereas in qualitative research the researcher departs from the data, utilizes existing
theories as explanatory material, and ends with a "theory", \textit{See} Ridwan Arifin, Waspiah,
Dian Latifiani, \textit{Penulisan Karya Ilmiah untuk Mahasiswa Hukum}, Semarang, BPFH
UNNES, 2019, pp. 76-79; Ridwan Arifin, “Crimes and Society, How Do the Law Respond
from \texttt{https://journal.unnes.ac.id/sju/index.php/snhr/article/view/37437}; Ridwan Arifin,
“Legal Reform Discourse in Indonesia and Global Context: How Does the Law Respond to
\texttt{https://doi.org/10.15294/jllr.v1i2.37057}
potential to have spiritual strength, self-control, personality, intelligence, noble character, and the skills needed by themselves, society, nation and state. Education is an effort that is arranged and planned to influence other people, whether individuals, groups or communities so that they do what is expected by the actors of education where education can change and organize society and the nation.

Character education is a process of education that is oriented to the process of fostering the potential that exists in students, developed through the habituation of good traits in the form of teaching and instilling good character values to be implemented in daily life, character education is education that is not oriented on cognitive aspects only.

Academically, character education is interpreted as education values, character education, moral education, character education, or moral education whose aim is to develop students' abilities to make good and bad decisions, maintain what is good, and realize that goodness in everyday life with all my heart. Character education as an educational concept that instills character that involves aspects of knowledge (cognitive), feelings, and actions is a solution to improve the character and morals of the nation. Practically, character education is a system of instilling good values in the school or campus community that includes components of knowledge, awareness or will, and actions to carry out these values, both in dealing with God Almighty, fellow humans, the environment, as well as the homeland and the nation so that it becomes a whole person.16

In a simple explanation, character education can be defined as any effort that can be made to influence student character. However, to find out the right understanding, it can be stated here the definition of character education delivered by Thomas Lickona. Lickona states that character education is a deliberate effort to help someone so that he can understand, pay attention, and carry out core ethical values. Starting with that definition, when we think about the types of characters we want to build in students, it is clear that at that time we want them to be able to understand these values, pay closer attention to the truth of those values, and then do what he believes in, even though he must face challenges and pressures both from outside and from within. In other words they have 'consciousness to force themselves' to
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do those values. Furthermore, in character education, Lickona emphasized at least there are ten essential virtues for student as shown on Table 1.

Table 1 10 Essential Virtues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Essential Virtues</th>
<th>Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1  | Wisdom            | 1) Good judgment; ability to make reasoned decisions 
                              2) Knowing how to put the virtues into practice 
                              3) Discerning what’s important in life; ability to set priorities |
| 2  | Justice           | 1) Fairness (following the Golden Rule) 
                              2) Respect 
                              3) Responsibility 
                              4) Honesty 
                              5) Courtesy/civility 
                              6) Tolerance (respect for freedom of conscience, exercised with respect for the rights of others) |
| 3  | Fortitude         | 1) Courage 
                              2) Resilience 
                              3) Patience 
                              4) Perseverance 
                              5) Endurance 
                              6) Self-confidence |
| 4  | Self-Control      | 1) Self-discipline 
                              2) Ability to manage one’s emotions and impulses 
                              3) Ability to delay gratification 
                              4) Ability to resist temptation 
                              5) Moderation 
                              6) Sexual self-control |
| 5  | Love              | 1) Empathy 
                              2) Compassion 
                              3) Kindness 
                              4) Generosity 
                              5) Service 
                              6) Loyalty |

7) Patriotism (love of what is noble in one’s country)
8) Forgiveness

| 6 | Positive Attitude | 1) Hope                        |
|   |                  | 2) Enthusiasm                   |
|   |                  | 3) Flexibility                  |
|   |                  | 4) Sense of Humor               |

| 7 | Hard Work | 1) Initiative                  |
|   |           | 2) Diligence                    |
|   |           | 3) Goal-Setting                 |
|   |           | 4) Resourcefulness              |

| 8 | Integrity | 1) Adhering to moral principle |
|   |           | 2) Faithfulness to a correctly formed conscience |
|   |           | 3) Keeping one’s word           |
|   |           | 4) Ethical consistency          |
|   |           | 5) Being honest with oneself    |

| 9 | Gratitude | 1) The habit of being thankful; appreciating one’s blessings |
|   |           | 2) Acknowledging one’s debt to others |
|   |           | 3) Not complaining              |

| 10 | Humility | 1) Self-awareness                |
|    |         | 2) Willingness to admit mistakes and take responsibility for correcting them |
|    |         | 3) The desire to become a better person |

2. The Implementation of Character Education for Law Student Activits

Character education can be interpreted as value education, character education, moral education, character education, which aims to develop the ability of students to make bad decisions, maintain what is good, and realize that goodness in everyday life with all my heart.\(^{18}\) Formation and character development as an educational effort are expected to have a positive impact both on individuals and the environment. This is according to the opinion of Megawangi that character education is an attempt to educate children in
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order to make decisions with wise and practice it in everyday life, so they can make a positive contribution to their environment.19

The Ministry of National Education prepares Parent Education Design Character, which is a paradigmatic framework for the implementation of national character development through the education system. Overall character education in the Character Education Master Design is as follows:

a. In the macro character development can be divided into three stages, namely planning, implementation, and evaluation of results. At the planning stage, a character set is developed which is dug up, crystallized, and formulated using various sources, including considerations: (1) philosophical - Religion, Pancasila, the 1945 Constitution, and Law No. 20 of 2003 along with the provisions of its derivative legislation; (2) theoretical considerations - theories about the brain (brain theories), psychological (cognitive development theories, learning theories, theories of personality) education (theories of instruction, educational management, curriculum theories), values and morals (axiology, moral development theories) , and socio-cultural (school culture, civic culture); and (3) empirical considerations in the form of experiences and best practices from among others figures, leading education units, messages, cultural groups, etc.

b. At the implementation stage, learning experiences are developed and the learning process leads to the formation of characters in individual students. This process is carried out through the process of acculturation and empowerment as outlined as one of the principles of the implementation of national education. This process takes place in three pillars of education namely in the education unit, family, and community. In each pillar of education there will be two types of learning experiences that are built through two approaches namely intervention and habituation. In the intervention an atmosphere of learning and learning interaction is developed that is intentionally designed to achieve the goals of character building by implementing structured learning experiences. In order for the learning process to be effective the teacher’s role as a role model is very important and decisive. Meanwhile, in a habituation, situations and conditions are created (persistent life situation), and reinforcement that enables students in their education units, in their homes, in their communities to get used to behaving according to values and become characters that have been internalized and personalized from and through intervention process. The process of civilizing and
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empowering which includes modeling, learning, accustoming, and strengthening must be developed systemically, holistically, and dynamically.
c. In the macro context of Indonesian national and state life. The implementation of character education is a commitment of all sectors of life, not only the national education sector. Active involvement from other government sectors, specifically the religious sector, welfare, governance, communication and information, health, law and human rights, as well as youth and sports.
d. At the results evaluation stage, a program assessment is carried out for continuous improvement that is deliberately designed and implemented to detect the actualization of character in learners as an indicator that the process of culture and character empowerment is successful.

Character education is expected to produce change behavior that leads to more positive. Behavior has a subjective meaning for each culprit. Weber (1964) states that an action is a human behavior that has a subjective meaning for the culprit. Understanding the subjective meaning of an action means being empathetic, that is, how to put yourself in the frame of mind of another person who is doing the action, and the situation and goals seen according to that perspective. Character education is a conscious effort that considers goals and ways to achieve them. By Weber, this is referred to as an instrumental rational act, which includes conscious considerations and choices related to the goals and tools used to achieve them.

As explained above, understanding the character education as well as the importance of character education for students, because through this character education a student character will be formed which upholds the values of Pancasila, namely, such as honesty, politeness, togetherness and religious. Therefore the Student Executive Board of the Law Faculty of Semarang State University in collaboration with the community services program team of the Unnes Law Faculty lecturer held a character education training program for law school student activists.

This activity was attended by representatives from each of the existing law faculties, this training activity was held for two days, from October 26 to October 27, 2019 with the theme “Preparing Active, Smart, Critical and Pancasila Characteristic Students to Realize Resources Indonesia’s Superior Citizens.”

This training presents 4 (four) material programs in which the expectations delivered by the presenter can be understood by students and
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implemented in the life of society, nation and state. The programs are: (1) Public Speaking, (2) student idealism, (3) advocacy and the role of students in advocacy, and (4) self-motivation and therapy to shape character.

Public Speaking

This activity begins with playing a motivational video as a prelude to opening public speaking material, the video is a series of aspirations of someone written in a paper, then the speaker stresses the urgency of public speaking towards life, the urgency of public speaking is the procedure for conveying information from each education level, public speaking must be guarded with politeness as a wrapper for that matter. Intelligence must be escorted by good character, to be honest the values of good ethical congress and already stated in the values written are Pancasila, Pancasila is a characteristic of the people of Indonesia that should be reflected by Indonesian people. Soft skills is actually one of the abilities that will never be over we train, because every moment sometimes requires different specifications in each time, the essence of training public speaking is to add experience so that the more semiif we add to our experience then this skill will improve.

Farhan Raja emphasized that most people are not born public speakers; they are trained to become one. When they find themselves in situations where they become the focus of attention as they have to address an audience, they experience emotions like fear and anxiety, leading to nausea and excessive sweating. Most of them try to avoid situations where
they have to perform or speak in public, but when unavoidable, such situations are endured by distress.\textsuperscript{21}

**Student Idealism**

Tells the twists and turns of the socio-political journey 2017 of BEM KM UNNES, Haris (the Speaker) recalls his memories of a long time ago as a student. Study and science are at the heart of the idealism of today's students, students as academic people should color their life activities with an academic nuance, although there Haris tells how extensive the problems can be dissected as a social study. Study is one of the academic nutrition possessed by students.

The idealism of students in seeing problems is the most expensive treasure possessed by students as youth, Haris asserted that objectivity and intelligence raciality are the last barn of honesty possessed by humans on earth, so students are one of the last fences. So that the core idealism that students must do is become an objective human being according to their capacities as humans. At present, Haris, who has a sensitivity at LBH Semarang, also recognizes that capital having objective knowledge is the key to responding to social problems that arise in the community. For Haris, the problem at this time was born from the community's ignorance of the solution that should be used, this which is still evidence of the exclusion of special knowledge in the higher education academic community.

Furthermore, in the context of idealism, philosophically, idealism is the diverse group of metaphysical philosophies which asserts that "reality" is in some way indistinguishable or inseparable from human understanding and/or perception; that it is in some sense mentally constituted, or otherwise closely connected to ideas.\textsuperscript{22} According to Immanuel Kant, a pioneer of modern idealist thought, idealism does "not concern the existence of things", but asserts only that our "modes of representation" of them, above all space and time, are not "determinations that belong to things in themselves" but essential features of our own minds.\textsuperscript{23} Kant called this position "transcendental" and "critical" idealism, since it describes the way in which "reality" is utterly transcended by, and cannot be thought separate from, the categories with which they are structured by and in human understanding.


\textsuperscript{22} “Idealism | philosophy”. Encyclopedia Britannica. Retrieved 22 January 2020

A. Niravita, et.al.

And, epistemologically, idealism manifests as a skepticism about the possibility of knowing any mind-independent thing. In contrast to materialism, idealism asserts the primacy of consciousness as the origin and prerequisite of phenomena. Idealism holds consciousness or mind to be the "origin" of the material world – in the sense that it is a necessary condition for our positing of a material world – and it aims to explain the existing world according to these principles.24

Advocacy

The activity starting by making an agreement by creating a forum is not the same as a seminar, which is rigid one-way but two-way active. One function that must be owned by students is the advocacy function, there is no standard definition of advocacy but can be stripped down as a series of processes to change public policy, then the speaker invites participants to study social issues that can be advocated. Advocacy is one of the soft skills that is the basis of the science of law, the meaning of the word advocacy is to solve problems properly and corporatively, Advocacy is an activity where we must act well to create a voice of justice, a voice of justice departing from the voice of honesty. Honesty is a noble moral value, indeed in a culture of democracy there is a culture of transparency as a public answer, but long
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before that Indonesia had a very high noble value, namely the value of easternness, which is honesty, in the forum, Frans also talked a lot about his experience in advocating many things, especially issues student on Campus. Advocacy is the life of the practice of looking for justice in a real and real way among students, advocacy as a means and a place for self-improvement and the sharpness of conscience in reading situations and conditions and the reality of people’s lives.

Advocacy itself recognized as an activity by an individual or group that aims to influence decisions within political, economic, and social institutions. Advocacy includes activities and publications to influence public policy, laws and budgets by using facts, their relationships, the media, and messaging to educate government officials and the public. Advocacy can include many activities that a person or organization undertakes including media campaigns, public speaking, commissioning and publishing research. Lobbying (often by lobby groups) is a form of advocacy where a direct approach is made to legislators on a specific issue or specific piece of legislation.

**Motivation and Empowering Character of Law Student**

The speaker is relaxing and motivating the participants, so as to motivate and relax themselves so that positive things appear by calming down, looking for good and calm comfort for self reflection and introspection. The speaker is relaxing the participants, asking that participants release all negative things that are in their minds. Participants are invited to imagine themselves in a very calm and peaceful place, there are bird sounds, wind sounds, water sounds that make participants relax.
In this session, student activists were directed in such a way as to be sure and strengthen their positive character through various inputs.

D. Conclusion

Character education through strengthening the values of Pancasila, patriotism, nationalism and religiosity for law students, especially student activists, is highly needed amidst the era of modernization, globalization and the industrial revolution 4.0. The challenges facing students today continue to develop, so we need to strengthen positive characters that are able to have a significant impact on student activists in surviving in the real world. Strengthening the good character of Pancasila through public speaking, strengthening student idealism, strengthening advocacy capacity, and defending human rights are the basis for law students in their daily lives. Strengthening these characters is also useful for future provisions in choosing suitable jobs later.
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Quote

"Der Mensch kann tun was er will; er kann aber nicht wollen was er will.

Man can do what he wills but he cannot will what he wills."

Arthur Schopenhauer

Essays and Aphorisms